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Additional questions and answers:    (To be written in your copies) 

Q1.Why is the troposphere considered as the most important layer of the 

atmosphere? 
 

Ans. The troposphere is considered as the most important layer of the 

atmosphere as: 

i) The air (oxygen) we breathe exists in this layer. 

ii) Almost all the weather phenomena like rainfall, fog and hailstorm occur 

in this layer. 

   Q2.What is insolation? 

Ans. Insolation is the incoming solar energy intercepted (received) by the earth. 

It decreases from the equator to the poles. 

Q3. Write short notes on Permanent winds, Seasonal winds and Local 

winds. 
 

Ans. Permanent winds : The Trade winds, Westerlies and Easterlies are 

known as permanent winds. These Winds constantly flow throughout the 

year in a particular direction. 

Seasonal winds – These winds change their direction in different seasons.            

For eg. Monsoon winds in India comes from south-west direction (monsoon 

season) and returns back from North-east direction (winter season). 

Local winds – These winds blow only during a particular period of the day or year 

in a small area. 

For eg. Loo (local wind) blows In summer, Land breeze and sea breeze etc. 
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Q4.Why the Jet planes flying in the sky have a white trail behind them? 

Ans. When the moisture of the engines condenses, we see a trail of these condensed 

moisture for some time. As soon as the air movement disturbs the moisture, the trail 

disappears. 
 

Q5.How does bacteria help in using nitrogen? 

Ans. Nitrogen is very important for plants survival. They can’t take Nitrogen 
directly from the air. Bacteria that lives in soil and roots of the plants, takes 

nitrogen from air and changes its form so that plants can use it. 

 

 

 

[Note – Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.5 have to be drawn on blank page of your copies.] 
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